In [5] Ladhawala and Pankratz proved that if / is in dyadic H1 , then any lacunary sequence of partial sums of the Walsh-Fourier series of / converges a.e. We generalize their theorem to Vilenkin-Fourier series. In obtaining this result, we prove a vector-valued inequality for the partial sums of Vilenkin-Fourier series.
Introduction
Let G = rj/^o Zp be the countable direct product of cyclic groups of order p{, where {/>,}J>0 is a sequence of integers with pi > 2, and p be the Haar measure on G normalized by p(G) = 1. G can be identified with the unit interval (0,1) in the following manner. Set m0 = 1 , mk = Yl¡~0 P¡, k = 1,2, ... . We associate with each {x¡} € G, 0 < x¡ < p¡, the point Yl™oxim7+i e (0,1). If we disregard the countable set of p;-rationals, this mapping is one-one, onto, and measure-preserving.
For x = {x;} e G, let <f>k{x) = exp(2nixk/pk), k = 0,1, ... . We consider all finite products {xn} of {(pk} , enumerated according to a scheme of Paley. We express each nonnegative integer « as a finite sum n = Yl'k'=oakmk > w^tn 0 < ak < pk , and define xn = IlkLo 4>'lk ■ The functions {x"} are the characters of G, and they form a complete orthonormal system on G. For the case /?, = 2, i = 0,1,... ,G is the dyadic group, {4>k} are the Rademacher functions, and {xn} are the Walsh functions. In general, the system (G,{xn}) is a realization of the Vilenkin systems studied in [7] .
We consider the Fourier series with respect to {x"} ■ For f e L (G), let be the nth partial sum of the Vilenkin-Fourier series of /. We define H in terms of the mkXh partial sums Sm f, which are special for the VilenkinFourier series. Let {Gk} be a sequence of subgroups of G defined by k-l oo Go = G> Gk = U{°}xIlZpl> k=l,2,..., 1=0 /=* and S^ be the tr-algebra generated by the cosets of Gk . On the interval (0,1), atoms of 9~k are intervals of the form (jmk , {j + l)mk ), j -0,1, ... , mk -1. We note that {J^} is an increasing sequence of cr-algebras. Since Sm f is the average of / over the cosets of Gk (see, e.g. [8, p. 312] ), {Sm f,&~k} is a martingale.
For / e L\G), let f = sup,>0 \SmJ\ and
where Sm ,/ = 0.
Applying Davis' result for martingales [1] , we know that there exist positive constants c and C (independent of the orders {/?(}) suchthat
We say that / e HX{G) if S{f) e Ll(G), or, equivalently, f* e Û{G), and we write \\f\\",=\\S(f)\\y
Our definition of H (G) is a special case of the definition of H for martingales given by Garsia [3] . For other definitions of H (G), see [2] and [6] . We have the following theorem concerning the a.e. convergence of VilenkinFourier series of functions in H](G). Theorem 1. Let f e H (G) and let {nk}k>0 be a sequence of positive integers such that mk< nk < mk+l, k = 0,1, ... . Then, as k -4 oo, Sn f(x) '-* f(x) for a.e. x e G.
For the case where G is the dyadic group, the theorem is proved by Ladhawala and Pankratz [5] . If f e LP(G), 1 < p < oo, then f* e LP(G) by Doob's inequality. Hence LP(G) c H (G). Even for the case where f e LP(G), 1 < p < oo, our result is new if the orders of the cyclic groups are unbounded, i.e. supj pt. = oo. For the bounded case, sup( pi < oo, Gosselin [4] showed that if f e LP(G), 1 < p < oo, the full sequence of partial sums {Snf} converges a.e. to /.
To prove Theorem 1, we shall show that, for any sequence {nk} with mk < nk < mk+x , k = 0,1, ... , we have (1.2) pixeG:
where y > 0, f e H (G), and C is an absolute constant independent of the orders {pt}. Since Sm f converges to / in the H norm, Theorem 1 will then follow by the usual density argument.
We shall obtain (1.2) as a consequence of a vector-valued inequality concerning the partial sums of Vilenkin-Fourier series. The constants C and C are independent of the orders {p¡} of the cyclic groups.
In what follows, C will denote an absolute constant, which may vary from line to line. To estimate the second term in (3.2) , we use the following notation. Let o)j e &k+x, with tOj contained in the coset I of Gk . We consider / as a circle and let a>* denote the interval inside / which contains to. at its center with p{co*) = 2>p{cOj). Let Q* = IJ, w) . Then, by (2. cot dp{x)dp(t). dp(x) < C, 
